Deep Brain Stimulation Does Not Silence Neurons in Subthalamic Nucleus in Parkinson’s Patients
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INTRODUCTION

The clinical efficacy of deep brain stimulation (DBS) in the subthalamic nucleus (STN) for treating many of the symptoms of Parkinson’s disease is now well documented (Deep Brain Stimulation for Parkinson’s Disease Study Group 2001; McIntyre 2006). The goal of this study was to determine how STN neurons respond to DBS in patients with idiopathic Parkinson’s disease.

STN stimulation and the resultant amelioration of Parkinson’s disease symptoms have classically been explained by postulating that the stimulation produces a functional lesion by inhibiting surrounding neurons. This could be either through direct inhibition or by activating inhibitory presynaptic afferent terminals (Benabid et al. 2009; Filali et al. 2004). The functional lesion theory grew from the idea that overactivity in the subthalamic nucleus in Parkinson’s patients. J Neurophysiol 103: 962–967, 2010. First published December 2, 2009; doi:10.1152/jn.00363.2009. Two broad hypotheses have been advanced to explain the clinical efficacy of deep brain stimulation (DBS) in the subthalamic nucleus (STN) for treatment of Parkinson’s disease. One is that stimulation inactivates STN neurons, producing a functional lesion. The other is that electrical stimulation activates the STN output, thus “jamming” pathological activity in basal ganglia-corticothalamic circuits. Evidence consistent with both concepts has been adduced from modeling and animal studies, as well as from recordings in patients. However, the stimulation parameters used in many recording studies have not been well matched to those used clinically. In this study, we recorded STN activity in patients with Parkinson’s disease during stimulation delivered through a clinical DBS electrode using standard therapeutic stimulation parameters. A microelectrode was used to record the firing of a single STN neuron during DBS (3–5 V, 80–200 Hz, 90- to 200-μs pulses; 33 neurons/11 patients). Firing rate was unchanged during the stimulus trains, and the recorded neurons did not show prolonged (s) changes in firing rate on termination of the stimulation. However, a brief (~1 ms), short-latency (6 ms) postpulse inhibition was seen in 10 of 14 neurons analyzed. A subset of neurons displayed altered firing patterns, with a predominant shift toward random firing. These data do not support the idea that DBS inactivates the STN and are instead more consistent with the hypothesis that this stimulation provides a null signal to basal ganglia-corticothalamic circuitry that has been altered as part of Parkinson’s disease.
from $T_1$ and $T_2$ (3-T scan) fused STN images (located 4 mm posterior to the intercommisural point, 12 mm lateral from the midline, and 4 mm ventral to the intercommisural line). The Leksell stereotactic frame was used to guide the electrodes to the surgical target and bilateral burr holes were placed anterior to the coronal suture under local anesthesia. Patients were awake during surgery without sedatives or narcotics.

A pair of microelectrodes (400–800 kOhm; FHC, Bowdoin, ME) were stereotactically advanced (Alpha Omega Alpha computer-controlled microdrive, Alpha Omega, Alpharetta, GA) through the thalamus and zona incerta to the dorsal border of the STN. One microelectrode was directed toward the surgical target, the other was centered 2.0 mm anteriorly at the same depth. The dorsal border of the STN was neurophysiologically defined by a clear transition from white matter into a field of multicellular neuronal activity with increased background noise.

On encountering the dorsal surface of the STN with both microelectrodes, the central (posterior) microelectrode was removed and the DBS electrode (Model 3387, Medtronic) was inserted to the same electrode radius of 0.635 mm. Electrode placement was visualized on lateral X-rays (Fig. 1). The DBS and microelectrode pair were separated by 30–60 s. Bipolar stimulation was used in therapeutic stimulation trials, with contact 0 the anode and contact 1 the cathode. In control trials, contact 3 was the anode and contact 2 was the cathode. This latter contact pair was used as a control because it was most distant from the microelectrode and because the geometry of the DBS electrode and its trajectory dictated that this pair would be outside of the STN. The impedance of the DBS electrodes was ~1 kOhm, based on measurements in rat brain. Estimated stimulation current thus ranged from 3 to 5 mA.

Analysis

The microelectrode recordings were digitized (15 kHz) and stored (Alpha Omega). Data files were imported into Spike 2 for analysis (CED, Cambridge, UK). Waveforms were sorted to extract activity of a single neuron using automated template-matching followed by cluster analysis. The spike sort during each DBS trial was verified on a spike-by-spike basis to ensure accurate detection of the action potential of interest. Of 58 neurons recorded, 33 were of sufficiently high quality to insure a single cell was present throughout the recording (range, 2- to 5-min duration). Cells that drifted in and out of recordings as a result of brain shift or activity of the awake patient were excluded. Examples of recorded waveforms as shown in Fig. 2.

With this recording system, the DBS stimulus artifact precluded spike identification for a period of several milliseconds during and immediately after each current pulse. Because the amplifier was saturated for at least a portion of this time, we did not use an artifact subtraction method (Hashimoto et al. 2002; Montgomery et al. 2005) and instead opted to work around the stimulus artifact without altering the analog signal. The duration of signal saturation was determined for each recording. With a sufficiently short DBS pulse width (90–100 μs) and relatively low frequency (no more than 100 Hz), spikes were visible for over one half of the interval between the DBS stimulus pulses (Fig. 2, B–D). The ability to detect spikes between DBS stimulus pulses within a train allowed us to derive firing rate during the pulse train.

Four different analyses were performed. Firing rate in the 10 s before onset of each stimulus train was compared with that in the 10 s after the stimulus train. Spike histograms aligned with the onset and the offset of the DBS pulse train were generated using the first and last stimulus artifacts in the train as alignment points. Cell activity was averaged across all trials and all cells to generate a total cumulative pre- and posttrain histogram. The averaged firing rates in the 10 s before and after DBS trains were compared with identify any residual effect of DBS after the stimulation was terminated.

Second, firing rate during the stimulus train was determined in a subset of trials in which pulse width was 90–100 μs. Beginning and end of the stimulus artifact were determined empirically for each recording by an investigator blinded to cell firing rate, and firing rate in the intervals between pulses within the train were determined. Because stimulus trains varied in length (4–10 s), the central 3 s of each train were used for analysis. Initial exploration of the neuronal firing data showed no effect of pulse train duration on firing rate or pattern, and data from trials with different stimulus durations were combined in this analysis.

For these trains, a peristimulus time histogram (0.5-ms bin width) was also generated for each cell around individual pulses in the train. Bins with >2 SD change in firing rate relative to a prestimulus baseline were considered significantly different from basal firing.

Finally, the firing pattern of each neuron was classified according to the methods of Kaneoke and Vitek (1996). A density histogram (MATLAB, MathWorks, Natick, MA) was calculated based on the 30 s before and immediately after the first stimulus train. The resulting density histogram distribution was compared with the Poisson theoretical distribution for a randomly firing cell using a χ² test for goodness-of-fit, with $P < 0.05$ considered significant. If firing was significantly different from that expected for random activity, the skew was evaluated and the cell classified as bursting (right skew) or tonic (left skew).

RESULTS

Based on microelectrode recording depth from the dorsal surface of the nucleus, cells were distributed throughout the dorsal-ventral extent of the STN (Fig. 3). In general, cells were located in the anterior portion of the STN because the record-

**FIG. 1.** The physical relationship between the microelectrode and deep brain stimulation (DBS) electrode, enhanced from an intraoperative X-ray and overdrawn on the estimated outline of the subthalamic nucleus (STN). The contact surface of the DBS electrode was positioned ~1.3 mm posterior to the neuron being recorded with the microelectrode.
ing microelectrode was 2 mm anterior to the standard STN target.

**STN neurons did not show prolonged changes in firing rate after DBS stimulus trains**

We determined firing rate in the 10 s immediately preceding and immediately after the first stimulus train for all neurons. For this sample, mean firing rate in the 10-s period immediately preceding stimulation trains was 19.1 ± 2.7 (SD) spikes/s. Comparison with an equivalent period immediately after the end of the stimulus trains showed no change in firing (19.0 ± 1.9 spikes/s; Fig. 4; t-test for correlated means, *P* > 0.05). Further analysis at a higher temporal resolution showed that, even in the first 100 ms after stimulus train offset, firing rate was not different from that before the stimulus (22.0 ± 6.7 spikes/s). Stimulation through the DBS electrode thus did not have a prolonged excitatory or inhibitory effect on the firing of surrounding STN neurons.

**Activity during DBS stimulus trains**

Using short pulse widths (100 μs, 100 Hz) in a subpopulation of neurons (n = 14) allowed us to detect neuronal activity between DBS stimulus pulses. (A longer pulse width or higher frequency prevented detection of spikes during the train in other neurons; see Fig. 2D for representative trace with 200 Hz stimulation.) Although the stimulus artifact masked potential neuronal activity for ≤4 ms after each pulse, spikes were clearly detectable between 5 and 10 ms postpulse in all cases.
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**FIG. 3.** The depth of all cells studied based on microdrive measurements was referenced to the dorsal surface of the STN determined from the microelectrode recordings. The recorded neurons were distributed throughout the dorso-ventral extent of the nucleus. Because of the physical arrangement of the microelectrode anterior to the DBS electrode, the cells were recorded from the anterior portion of the nucleus. IC, internal capsule; SNr, substantia nigra pars reticulataris; STN, subthalamic nucleus; ZI, zona incerta.

**FIG. 4.** Mean firing rate before and after DBS, averaged across all neurons studied for all trials. Firing rate over the 10-s period after stimulus offset was not significantly different from that before stimulus delivery.
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The firing rate during the DBS train was estimated by taking this duty cycle into account. With this approach, we saw no change in overall firing rate during the stimulus train (Fig. 5) compared with that before stimulus onset.

For these neurons, peristimulus time histograms were also generated around individual pulses comprising the stimulus trains. In 10 of 14 cells, a suppression of activity (>2 SD) lasting ~1 ms with a latency of 6.4 ms from the pulse could be detected (range 5–8 ms; Fig. 6A). This time-locked postpulse inhibition was not observed when stimulation was delivered using the most distant contacts (3 anode, 2 cathode, 9 mm from the recording microelectrode; Fig. 6B).

STN neurons shifted to random firing after DBS

For 31 neurons, activity was classified as bursting, random, or tonic (Kaneoke and Vitek 1996) based on a 30-s baseline recording before the DBS. Five of 14 neurons classed as bursting when first encountered changed to a random pattern of activity after stimulation through the DBS electrode. Four of six tonically firing neurons similarly changed to a random pattern. Those neurons exhibiting a random pattern before stimulation (n = 11) generally remained random, although one neuron shifted to a tonic pattern. No neuron changed from a random to bursting pattern after the DBS.

DISCUSSION

The principle finding of this study is that electrical stimulation of the STN in Parkinson’s patients using therapeutic parameters and a DBS electrode does not result in a profound or long-lasting inhibition of surrounding neurons. Although a subset of neurons exhibited a brief, pulse-locked inhibition, this change was not sufficient to alter overall firing rate significantly, and firing rate immediately after the end of a stimulus train was comparable to that exhibited before stimulation. However, approximately one half of the neurons originally classified as having bursting or tonic firing shifted to a random pattern after delivery of the stimulus train.

Our observation that the overall firing rate of STN neurons was unchanged after application of stimulation trains lasting up to 10 s through the DBS electrode was surprising in light of several previous studies of STN activity. Recording STN discharge during surgery in humans, both Welter et al. (2004) and Filali et al. (2004) reported suppression of activity for tens of milliseconds after the stimulus train in a significant number of neurons. In nonhuman primates, Meissner et al. (2005) saw a substantial decrease in overall firing rate that was accounted for by a pause in firing lasting several milliseconds after each stimulus pulse. In rats, Tai et al. (2003) observed inhibition of adjacent neurons during the stimulus train. Local high-frequency stimulation is also reported to suppress action potentials of tonically firing neurons in STN recorded in vitro (Garcia et al. 2005; Magarinos-Ascone et al. 2002).

The durations of the stimulus trains used by Welter et al. (2004) and Filali et al. (2004) were comparable to those delivered here (20 s and 500 ms, respectively, vs. ≤10 s in this study). However, there is a critical difference between our study and that earlier work. We used the DBS electrode itself to stimulate during the recording session, whereas other investigators have used a microelectrode, single-contact macroelectrode or guide tube to deliver current. The electrical fields generated and neuronal responses evoked by these different

FIG. 5. Firing rate during DBS (Stim, bar below trace) was not significantly different from that in the 10 s preceding or after stimulation. Firing during the central 3 s of each stimulus train was used for analysis. Also, because the stimulus artifact precluded detection of spikes for a period during each stimulus duty cycle, firing rate during stimulation was determined using the proportion of time that spikes were detectable. Mean ± SD, 14 neurons, 1-s bins.

FIG. 6. Example of postpulse inhibition of an STN neuron. A: stimulation delivered using contacts 1 and 0 (in STN) resulted in brief (1–2 ms), short-latency (6 ms) inhibition of activity after each pulse in the train. B: control stimulation using the most proximal contacts (3 cathode, 2 anode) did not evoke a postpulse inhibition in this neuron. Stimulus: 100-μs pulses at 100 Hz, 3–5 V. For both A and B, spike times in a 10-ms period aligned with the beginning of the stimulus artifact (superimposed to show time during which spikes were not detectable) were used to construct a pulse-aligned histogram. The spike count in each bin was normalized by the total number of pulses and bin size to give firing rate. Raster record above each histogram shows spike times associated with individual pulses.
electrodes would presumably be quite different. The electrical field generated by the clinical DBS electrode has been extensively modeled (Butson and McIntyre 2006; Miocinovic et al. 2006). As a rough approximation for comparison with guide tube or microelectrode stimulation, one can consider that the contact area of a standard DBS electrode is near 6 mm² (diameter, 1.27 mm; length, 1.5 mm). With typical impedances around 1 kOhm and stimulation voltages around 3–4 V, this contact area leads to static (DC) current densities of 0.5 mA/mm². Most guide tubes used for macrostimulation have a surface area in the range of 0.5–3 mm² (diameter, 0.1–0.7 mm; length, 0.5–1.5 mm). Stimulation is often performed with constant current sources ranging from 1 to 5 mA. These parameters would result in significantly higher current densities, ranging from 3 to 10 mA/mm². Estimation of the current density surrounding a microelectrode tip is more challenging, but currents in the range of 50–500 μA are used, which places the current density ≥1–2 orders of magnitude higher than that obtained using the larger, lower-impedance DBS electrode. Given that the particular neural element(s) activated is a function of current density (Ranck 1975; Rattay and Aberham 1993), extrapolation from the effects of a microelectrode to a DBS electrode stimulation may be erroneous. The strength of this study is that cell activity was monitored during stimulation using the clinical DBS electrode and typical therapeutic parameters.

Another factor that may be important is correction for stimulus artifact, at least when considering firing during the stimulus train. The overall duration of the artifact associated with each pulse is related to the amplifier filter characteristics and input impedance as well as the stimulus pulse width and current density. The stimulus artifact in this study, as in earlier studies, was quite prominent, and amplifiers were typically saturated for 1–2 ms with each pulse in the train. This precludes knowledge of potential spikes during this time, even with sophisticated stimulus artifact subtraction algorithms (Hashimoto et al. 2002; Montgomery et al. 2005). We cannot therefore rule out the possibility that pulse-locked spikes were obscured or that the neuron under study was silenced for the duration of the artifact. In the latter case, a decrease in firing during the stimulus train of ≤40% could have gone undetected. However, there was no suppression of activity immediately after termination of the stimulus train. Moreover, our observation of continued activity during the DBS stimulus train is consistent with local field potential recordings where beta-band and higher-frequency oscillations continue to be elevated during and immediately after DBS (Bronte-Stewart et al. 2009; Priori et al. 2006; Rossi et al. 2008).

The basis for the brief (~1 ms), short-latency (~6 ms), pulse-locked pause in firing seen in a subset of neurons could not be determined under our experimental conditions. One possibility is that anterograde or retrograde activation of STN efferents or fibers of passage sets up a pulse-locked reverberation through the basal-ganglia-thalamocortical network. Reports of time-locked, short-latency responses in the globus pallidus (Hashimoto et al. 2003; Kita et al. 2005) and substantia nigra (Galati et al. 2006) after STN stimulation would support such a mechanism.

We also observed a change in the firing of some bursting and tonic neurons to a random pattern. This observation is in contrast with a previous study in which almost a third of the neurons sampled in the STN in Parkinson’s patients altered their firing from irregular to bursting after stimulation through a microelectrode or guide tube (Welter et al. 2004). Although we did not specifically analyze oscillatory activity in our sample, our findings are more consistent with reports of reduced abnormal oscillatory activity in the STN and globus pallidus pars interna in parkinsonian nonhuman primates after high-frequency stimulation (McCairn and Turner 2009; Meissner et al. 2005). Such oscillations have been linked to the pathophysiology of Parkinson’s disease (Kühn et al. 2009).

### Implications for mechanism through which DBS ameliorates the motor symptoms of Parkinson’s disease

Overactivity in STN and its target, the globus pallidus pars interna, has been theorized to underlie the motor symptoms in Parkinson’s disease (Albin et al. 1989; Delong 1990). Together with the clinical observation that lesioning or inactivation of the STN is effective in treating Parkinson’s disease symptoms (Follett 2000; Levy et al. 2001; Walter and Vitek 2004), this idea was the basis for the classic hypothesis that DBS mimics an ablative lesion by suppressing output from the STN. Our observation that the spontaneous firing rate of STN neurons is unchanged during and immediately after the DBS stimulus train fails to support this view.

An alternative explanation for the efficacy of DBS in the STN is that activation of STN efferents and/or surrounding white matter results in a regular, high-frequency neuronal signal that normalizes pathological activity or prevents transmission of such activity through the basal ganglia-thalamocortical network (Grill et al. 2004; Hammond et al. 2008; Montgomery and Gale 2008). Consistent with this view are modeling studies suggesting that therapeutic DBS depolarizes myelinated fibers, without evoking or inhibiting discharges in local cell bodies (McIntyre et al. 2004a,b; Miocinovic et al. 2006).

Experimental support for the idea that DBS modifies the STN outflow comes from the observation that therapeutic stimulation in the STN in humans and animal models alters activity in target structures including the substantia nigra pars reticularis, pallidum, and motor thalamus (Galati et al. 2006; Hahn et al. 2008; Hashimoto et al. 2003; Kita et al. 2005; Li et al. 2007; Maltete et al. 2007; Maurice et al. 2003; Xu et al. 2008). We have no direct evidence from our recordings that axons of STN neurons or adjacent white matter were activated by the DBS in our patients. Nevertheless, the observation that at least some neurons that originally exhibited bursting or tonic firing shifted to a more random pattern after stimulation would corroborate the concept that DBS suppresses abnormal oscillations in basal ganglia networks controlling motor output (Meissner et al. 2005). Furthermore, such changes in firing pattern would be consistent with a shift in the dynamics of the basal ganglia-thalamocortical network as an integrated system.

In conclusion, the data we obtained in patients during implantation of a DBS electrode do not provide support for the classic view that DBS in the STN produces its therapeutic effect by immediate inhibition of surrounding neurons. Our findings are instead more consistent with the alternative proposal that DBS synchronously activates surrounding myelinated fibers, thus normalizing or “jamming” the pathological activity in the basal ganglia-thalamocortical network.
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